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Presidents Report:
What a season 2018 was for the Allambie Jets. Across every age group, as you’ll see from the individual team reports
that follow in this report, the club continued to grow and prosper. These achievements couldn’t have been possible with
the many volunteers who selflessly gave their time, energy and passion as we look to create the best environment
possible for our players. Once again, I am indebted to all of you who helped through the season, thank you.
I’d also like to express my sincere thanks to our sponsors whose generosity enables us to continue to grow and provide
the required equipment and resources for our players.
Through the season I received many complimentary comments about our teams and our club in general. When an U8’s
match got rained out and we moved to DY, DY were very complimentary about our volunteers who worked to ensure
the minis games scheduled for that morning went ahead. On the topic of minis, we continue to be seen as the
benchmark club for the way we host the games with our field set-up and general organisation - it gets us a lot of
positive press amongst the other clubs.
On the playing side we continue to grow as a club, with there being more Jets players last year than ever before and we
were able to field teams in 6 age groups from U6 to U11 inclusive. We had good representation in the MJRU
Representative teams at both U10 & U11 and all our players did the club proud at the various gala days we attended.
However, I can’t talk about the playing side of things without going into a little more detail for the U10 & U11 teams
who played in the Sydney wide SJRU comps. The U10’s, after a tremendous start to the season, get regraded up a
division and proved themselves competitive throughout the rest of the season, playing with an attacking style of rugby
that will serve them well in future years. The U11’s, who like the U10’s, had a great start to season and also found
themselves regraded up a division. This only served to galvanise the team and as the season progressed the boys went
on to achieve 3 fantastic achievements, being; an unbeaten season, ending the season as Minor Premiers and rounding
out the year as Grand Final winners. A fantastic achievement for all involved.
It’s been an absolute honour to be President of the Jets through 2018 and I’m convinced that with the players we have,
the resources we have and most importantly the committee and volunteers we have, we will continue to go from
strength to strength over the coming years. Unfortunately, due to work commitments this was my last season as
president and I’d like to end by wishing the new committee all the very best. I’m sure that the club will continue to
flourish under their stewardship. Finally, thanks to all who have supported me over the last two years, I do appreciate
all the support you have given me.
Go the Jets!
Best regards,
Colin

U6 Green
Team: Alfie Cott, Finn Bowman, Baden Thomas, Frederick Hawke, Hugh Witherdin, Izac Delany, Jakob Reynolds, JJ Ranatawake,
Maverick Hayes, Max Davis, Noah Jones, Toby Bennett-Bremner, Tristan Kelly, William Vatubua Jnr
Coaches – Andrew Davis & Jonathan Kelly Manager – Nicole Thomas
It’s been a great year coaching the U6 Allambie Jets! The kids have had a fantastic time, made some new friends and enjoyed their
rugby all year. We have made our way through the season navigating sidelines and try lines along with running in the right direction!
The 6’s also enjoyed great numbers swelling from around 8-9 at the start of the season to 14 by the end, which made substitutions
easy essentially having 2 teams.
The kids have been nothing short of fantastic and have been loving their footy, there have been so many highlights with some great
running and defensive efforts from 5- 6-year old’s, at times very surprising, there are definitively some future Marlins in this team!
Considering the U11’s recent grand final win, these kids truly have the making of a great team in the future for the club and I hope
that they keep coming back each year.
This is my first-year coaching 5-year old’s and it has been a challenge, something I couldn’t have done without fellow Super Coach
Jonathan Kelly AKA JK, thanks for everything this year mate it’s been awesome.
A big thank you to all our parent’s this year who have made the boys start in rugby a positive one. Everyone has been nothing short
of supportive and encouraging for all the boys and the coaches, we can’t thank you enough. A massive thank you to Nicole Thomas
for managing the team this year, she has been instrumental in making sure we all get to the right ground at the right time and
dividing up Orange and Snake Duty, not to mention organising the boys on the sidelines for subs along with Ryan Thomas –
appreciate all your help guys!
Looking forward to everyone coming back next year for some more fun and teamwork – see you next year!
Regards,
Andrew Davis

U7 Green
Team: Andy Merrilees, Deian Martin, George Cleary, Harrison Thomas, Lucas Roborgh, Mitchell Patterson, Solomon Wells.
Super U6s – backing up: Tristan Kelly, Jakob Reynolds, William Vatubua Jnr.
Coach – Ryan Thomas

Manager – Nicole Thomas

It was a fantastic year for the Allambie Jets U7’s, starting the season straight where we left off. The team had a great 2018 scoring
plenty of tries and mastering tagging. We saw the introduction of additional components of the game, the team continuing to learn
and develop their rugby skills throughout the season.

We welcomed back several families from the U6 team but also lost a few players from the previous year, the team struggling to
make numbers for the first couple of games. However, it was great to see new faces and local recruits arrive to add to the numbers,
ending up with a core team of 7 players. The team also had tremendous support from three of the senior U6 players who helped
during the season when we were short on game day.

The team made improvements throughout the year and by the end of the season the boys had really started to understand the
fundamentals of the game. Rather than herding them around the field, they were eager to get the ball and run the length of the field
to score a try (in the correct location).

Scrums and line outs were introduced in the early games and tackle (the last 4 games of the season) after what seemed like a very
long wait. It was wonderful to see all the boys pick up and take straight to these new skills, no one shy to get in and make a tackle.
Not having to turn and pass the ball when tagged but being able to run straight through the opposition and power for the try line
proved popular, a new-found freedom and delight for many of the players.

Mouthguards and headgear seemed to further transform them with a certain fearlessness and determination amongst the players
when running with the ball, as well as an excellent show of sidestepping (around) opponents and grit to support and score tries each
week. A strong team spirit and eagerness for each Saturday game from the players was great to see and be a part of.

A thank you to all the helpers throughout the year, at training and on game day, especially Matt’s refereeing, and to all the parents
for getting the boys to training and the games each week. Thank you to Nicole for managing the team and keeping everyone
informed about the events of each week.

It was a thoroughly enjoyable season with the Allambie Jets U7’s this year. I look forward to seeing the team continue to develop
their rugby skills into next season.
Ryan

U8 Green
Team: Archie Young, Charlies Poolman, Daniel Gilmore, Jack Collins, Lachlan Barton, Liam Govers, Louis O'Brien, Luke BennettBremner, Mali Hall, Maximillan Mitchell, Noah Bowman, Oliver Thorpe, Riley Aitkenhead, Thomas Burns.
Coach – Chris Govers

Manager – Danielle Govers

A mix of fun and commitment from a team ready to work hard for one another characterised the 2018 season. New recruits brought
a great deal of enthusiasm and energy to a side that returned almost intact from season 2017. We embraced playing with the new
rules which included full contact tackling, line outs and scrums.
The players worked hard at training right throughout the season to learn the correct tackling and heavy contact techniques to ensure
their safety. I was impressed with the care to detail that all players showed which focused on maintaining their well-being. The sign
of a good team is their capacity to focus and listen and our players demonstrated this continually during training and on match days.
As the season progressed the players learned that they would need to employ new tactics rather than simply try to run around the
other team. We learnt the hard way and crossed the white lines on the sides of the field more often than we did those at the end of
the field! “The sideline’s lava!” was often bellowed out by the coach to try to get players to avoid going into touch. Cash incentives
and threats of kisses from all the Mum’s, if a player crossed the touch line, still failed to address the issue.
Coupled with our touch line dilemma was the magnetic force that drew our potential try scorers to the corner posts. Many a player
tested the coach’s stress levels by zeroing in on the corner post to score a try. We came close to burying Mars Bars under the posts
to get players to score there!
Learning the ‘art’ of the ruck and maul eluded us at times, early in the season. When we had players willing to do the hard work and
clean out opposing players, we achieved recycled ball and looked threatening. We will continue to build on these skills of ‘Jets
coming in to land ‘and ‘Jets taking off’, next season.
Although we were ‘silver medallists’ on many occasions throughout the season, all players worked hard to improve their individual
skills and so benefit the team as a whole. Even when games were tough we showed great resilience and competed to the best of
our ability. As coach, I was really proud of the players listening carefully and working hard at training. Our team work continues to
develop and will serve us well in the future.
I would like to pay tribute to our wonderful manager, Danielle, who ensured we were all well informed of game schedules and club
events. A heartfelt thank you for your energy, commitment and care during the season.
To the wonderful group of supportive parents and friends, thank you for your friendship and involvement. We have a wonderful club
and I am grateful for your support of me and the players. I look forward to your continued involvement and commitment next season,
as the Jets soar into ratified air of Rugby success.

U9 Green
Team: Ben Dickson, Charlie Andersen, Connor Hibbitt-Boyd, Cooper Semmens, Harry Young, Joel Taylor, Leo Rudduck, Oliver
Kilburn, Oscar Nixon, Tom Maker
Super U10s – backing up: Ryder Taylor, George Fairclough
Coach – Chris Maker

Managers – Josie Rudduck & Nat Boult

This year was a huge step up from U/8, we began to look like a rugby team. Although we were generally short on numbers, we were
always high on spirit. The boys that came down from U/10 to help us out really made a big difference to our team.
A big difference from U/8 was the team began to form a solid structure on the field as the season progressed. The boys naturally fell
into more structured positions, our forwards were involved in the middle of the park and our back row formed a strong bond and
scored many tries.
With the help of Allambie’s new coaching recruit, Damian (Turtle), we worked hard at training each week. Turtle put a lot of
emphasis into getting the boys used to making contact, tackling safely and effectively and teaching the boys discipline, they really
respected his input. I personally gained a lot of knowledge from Damien and am very grateful for his assistance.
As the season progressed we significantly improved, the boys were encouraged to use their strengths and that showed on game
days. Rugby is great like that, there’s a position for everyone and a way to contribute in every game. Some of the faster boys ran the
ball well, some of the stronger boys began to enjoy tackling and a few of them found a home in the ruck. They all played like a
cohesive team.
With a small team, the gala days were tough on the boys as we lacked adequate substitutes. On a positive note, some of the boys
from rugby league helped us out and were often seen on the fringes at training. This would be a great team to go around again in
U/10’s and we’ll hopefully recruit a few of the league boys too.
Overall, we probably won more games that we lost, and our parents were often the most enthusiastic sideline supporters. Our team,
boys and parents, bonded at a few pizza nights at the Calabria Club at North Manly, this was a great way of building a strong
community. I would like to make special mention to our team manager Josie for her organization and enthusiasm and to the dads
that came along and helped at training.
I hope everyone involved with the U/9 team enjoyed the season, it great watching the boys develop some great skills and developing
friendships.
Regards
Chris

U10 Green
Team: Angus Lyons, Ash MacLean, Charlie Cott, Cooper Aikman, Daniel Nievergelt, George Fairclough, George Mitchell, Hayden
Michel, Hunter Barton, Jaden Du Toit, Jett Semmens, Luke Maclennan, Nathan Rudduck, Noah Moston, Oliver Burn, Patrick
Donnan, Ryder Taylor, Viktor Roborgh, Xavier Kaye
Coaches – Luke Donnan & Mark Maclennan Assistant Coach – Dean Semmens Manager – Fergal Cott
The 2018 season was a major step up from the previous year’s U9s season. Having Luke Donnan & Mark Maclennan take over the
U10s coaching signalled that this season would be taken much more seriously.
The tempo was set from the very first training session. The boys trained every Tuesday night. They quickly got into the pace Luke &
Mark set for the training and they started to adapt to the structure that U10s requires.
Pre-season
Early on emphasis was put on the tackle and getting the boys comfortable tackling as it was recognised that tackling and the
breakdown were areas of the game that needed attention.
Damien Cummins 2018 Jets Rugby Director introduced the concept of the tackled player playing the ball long by extending their
reach when presenting the ball at the breakdown. This gave structure to the breakdown and focussed the boys by having a call “play
long” to focus their efforts.
Our first friendly game of the year was against Seaforth away which we lost but it was a good yard stick as to where we were at the
start of the season and what we needed to focus on.
Rounds 1 to 14
We started out in Grade D and we had wins over Killara-West Pymble (KWP), Bays JRUFC , Newport Dolphins and Harbord
Harlequins JRUFC. We were regraded up to Grade C as part of the regrading process that took place along with KWP.
Grade C was a totally different scenario and the boys took a while to adjust. We beat Norths Pirates in Round 5 our first game in
Grade C at home for a Friday night game in Allambie Oval. The toughest game of the year for the boys was the following week in
Round 6 against Hunters Hill Black JRUFC at Boronia Park. The boys struggled from the start and they were physically out played
by Hunters Hill and bit worse for wear at the end of the encounter.

Round 7 we beat KWP. Round 8 we were just beaten by Mosman away in a tight game that ebbed and flowed.
Round 9 versing Dural was called off due to Allambie Oval being closed and this was played on the 29th of July which we won.
We drew Round 10 away to Seaforth on Friday night the 29th of June. Drummoyne beat us convincedly away in Round 11. Our
forwards were under serious pressure against a well organised Drummoyne. Round 12 was our best team performance of the year.
With just 12 players available on the day we beat North Pirates away. Round 13 saw a much-improved team and we were just
beaten at home with 9 or so minutes to go by Hunters Hill Black. We ended up losing by 2 tries after concentration dropped towards
the end of the game. We lost Round 14 away to KWP after beating them twice already.
Plate Finals
We were drawn against North Pirates at home in the plate semi-final. We had ran out of steam by this stage in the season and we
lost to Norths. We weren’t hungry enough for the win.
Challenges
We had 19 players in the team when only 12 per team which left 7 substitutes. It was very difficult to manage 7 substitutes on the
side line and we had to introduce a team roster. This was difficult and time consuming to manage. A recommendation is to limit the
panel in 2019 to 17 players. 5 substitutes will be a lot more manageable.
Reps
Eight players trialled for the U10s Manly Marlins U10s Reps. Five U10 Allambie Jets were selected for the Manly Marlins U10s
Representative squad. Charlie Cott, Paddy Donnan, Luke Maclennan, Ash MacLean and Jett Semmens were selected. Paddy
Donnan played on the Marlin A team and the other boys played on the B team. Both Paddy Donnan, Luke Maclennan and Jett
Semmens were selected to be part of the touring panel to New Zealand in Autumn 2019. Fantastic representation for Allambie Club
and the boys learnt an enormous amount from being part of a Reps side with other teams from the MJRU.
Highlights of the year
Winning against North Pirates in Round 12 at Tunks Park. We only had 12 players and each player played their hearts out. Hayden
Michel got his first try of the year and this was a momentous occasion for him.
Player Awards
Best Back – Luke Maclennan
Best Forward – Jett Semmens
Coaches Award – Angus Lyons
Perpetual Wayne Reeve Award – Ryder Taylor
Conclusion
Altogether a good season coming off the back of previous years with little structure. Big improvements will need to be made if we are
to be competitive in Grade C U11s for the 2019 season. Fitness levels, structure at the breakdown, clearing out and team
commitment will all need to be improved on, but solid roots were built in 2018.

U11 Green
Team: Alfie Matthews, Charlie Beaven, Connor Beat, Cooper Dickson, Dane Willey, Elijah Russell, Fletcher McCarthy, Harley
Cohen, Harry Gill, Harry Nixon, Harry O'Sullivan, Jared Frew, Jay Taylor, Joel Beaumont, Luca Hall, Nate Wiener, Tyson Price,
Zach O'Sullivan
Coach – Darron Price & Greg Dickson

Manager – Kaz Nixon

Season 2018 was built around clear goals and structures that would see the boys develop not only their rugby skills, but also life
skills, encompassing self-confidence, self-belief and resilience. The training sessions had a strong focus on back to basics Rugby,
ensuring all the boys became proficient in tackle tech, the clean out and the catch and pass, with the hope of maximising their onfield contribution during game time. The end result was a Champion team. So, it is with great pleasure that I present to you, the
Allambie Jets, Minor Premiers and Premiers, The 2018 "Invincibles"
Dane Willey, Fletcher McCarthy, Harry Nixon, Nate Wiener, Jarred Frew, Harry Gill, Jay Taylor, Zac O'Sullivan, Harry O'Sullivan,
Tyson Price, Elijah Russell, Harley Cohen, Alfie Mathews, Lucca Hall, Cooper Dickson, Charlie Beaven, Joel Beaumont and
Conner Beat.
The year started with a 6-week boot camp in January, 2 days a week, involving an hour of strength and conditioning exercises and
finishing with a fun game incorporating a large Cardio component. The enthusiasm and commitment to these sessions laid the
platform for what was to become a historically successful year for the club.
We rolled into the season fitter, fired up and full of confidence. The first 4 rounds were used by the SJRU to sort out gradings and by
the end of round 4 we were rewarded with a promotion to "C" grade. Without the luxury of having multiple teams in which to grade
the boys, we had to find a way to accommodate the varying skill levels and degrees of competitiveness whilst ensuring that all
boys remained engaged and excited about their rugby. A huge emphasis was placed on the importance of what it means to be part
of a team and having the boys take ownership of their efforts both on and off the field. We placed the boys in positions that best
suited not only themselves but the team as a whole.
Rugby throughout the junior years is all about fun but as we learnt last year, if the other team didn't receive the memo, facing up to
some much bigger and more aggressive boys can certainly leave the boys with some not so enjoyable experiences. The coaching
philosophy this year was centred around players understanding their roles and the importance of these roles to the overall outcome
for the team. This was achieved by allocating boys to positions, ensuring positional related skill drills were age appropriate, thus
allowing the boys to thrive as they successfully met progressive goals. Through this process the boy’s confidence grew, those that
shared positions maximised there on field time as they took ownership of their roles. So, by allocating and keeping the boys in

certain positions I was not only hoping to encourage more involvement on game day but create a positively enjoyable experience
leaving the boys confident and excited about this great game.
To say the boys responded well is an understatement. The statistics from our first 5 games in C grade to our last 5 games confirm
this beyond any doubt. We scored 111 points fore with 63 against, a points differential of +48. Compare that to the last 5 games, 3 of
which were against top 4 teams, we amassed 239 points fore with only 41 against, an impressive +198-point differential,
remarkable. The boys were seriously a cut above all other teams, going the whole season undefeated and when the Finals came
around, we demolished Bays JRUFC 41-0 in the elimination Final and secured the premiership against St Ives the following week
43-5. The smiles on their faces were truly deserved as the boys worked extremely hard to achieve the perfect season.
I'd like to thank all the parents who supported the process and the development of the boys right from the beginning all the way
through to the final whistle on Grand final day. From a coaching perspective it means a lot to have you guys come up and express
your appreciation. Throughout the year it was so good to hear comments regarding just how much the boy’s game had developed,
that they played an expansive, exciting style of rugby that was enjoyable to watch. To see and hear how much they were enjoying
their rugby makes all those hours’ worth while. So, thank you for taking the time, I really appreciated it.
I would also like to thank my offsider, co-coach Greg Dickson. Greg took the time to be at all the training sessions and
games, sharing his extensive knowledge of rugby to help in the boy’s development, so many thanks big Fella. A massive thank you
to Karyn Nixon, Manager extraordinaire, for ensuring everything was in place on game day, Cheers Kazza. There are so many
people who give up their time to ensure the rugby experience for our boys is a positive and enjoyable one so thank you also to
everyone involved.
It was a pleasure to coach this Jets team in 2018, the boys were fantastic and I'm sure they will continue to succeed at anything they
put their minds too in the future and I wish them all the very best.
Go the Jets

Darron Price (Coach)

U11s Manly Marlins Rep Side 2018
Allambie Jets Rugby Club Represented by: Tyson Price, Harry O’Sullivan, Zac O’Sullivan, Harley Cohen & Dane Willey
Tyson Price selected to represent Manly Marlins tour of NZ 2019

U10s Manly Marlins Rep Side 2018
Allambie Jets Rugby Club Represented by: Luke Maclennan, Ash MacLean, Jett Semmens, Charlie Cott, Paddy Donnan
Jett Semmens & Paddy Donnan selected to represent Manly Marlins tour of NZ 2019

U11s 2018 Undefeated Premiers

